Improvement in motor performance of Weaver mutant mice following lesions of the cerebellum.
In Weaver mutants (B6CBA wv/wv) cerebellar granule cells degenerate almost completely postnatally. A partial loss of Purkinje cells (PC) and a degeneration of dopaminergic cells in the substantia nigra have also been found. Weaver mice suffer from striking motor symptoms, including difficulty in walking without toppling over. In an attempt to influence the poor motor performance, the cerebellum in young animals was removed, thus eliminating the faulty output of surviving PCs, demonstrated electrophysiologically. Unoperated Weaver, lesioned wildtypes and one sham mouse were used as controls. Before and after operation, a battery of behavioural tests was performed. In Weaver mice, tumbling to the side (t) and the relation of t to the motor activity (k) while traversing an open-field matrix, (t/k), improved considerably, as did manoeuvring on a slanted wire mesh, but keeping balance on a wooden bench did not to the same degree. Locomotor activity alone improved in some animals. In wildtypes no significant changes occurred after operation, with the exception of a strong reduction in locomotor activity. The experiments demonstrate that the motor performance in Weaver mutant mice benefits from removal of their cerebellum.